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The Library of Congress braille  
certification program turns 100
By Claire Rojstaczer
In 1919, the National Library Service for the 
Blind and Physically Handicapped (NLS) 
was still a distant dream. The Library of 
Congress had provided a reading room for 
its blind patrons since 1897, but after 22 
years of acquisitions, it still housed only a 
small collection of 300 books represent-
ing a variety of raised character systems. 
Demand, meanwhile, was rising, as the end 
of World War I brought home a new genera-
tion of disabled veterans. 

“The number of blind veterans was rel-
atively small, but they changed public 
perceptions of blindness,” said NLS braille 
production specialist Tamara Rorie. Young, 
heroic and in the spotlight, the returning 
veterans sparked increased interest in 

volunteering to assist blind people. 
Gertrude Rider, manager of the Library 

of Congress Reading Room for the Blind, 
began a volunteer braille transcription 
program in 1918—the same year the U.S. 
settled on a standard six-dot system for 
braille. There was no existing program to 
train and certify transcribers, so in 1919, 
Rider began issuing certifications to her 
volunteers.

“We’ve always had a commitment to have 
excellent braille for the books we tran-
scribe,” Rorie explained. “The certification 
program has been how we’ve ensured that.”

Today, the program also provides a path-
way to meaningful work for inmates of 40 
prisons around the country—something 
nobody 100 years ago would have imagined.

An inmate at the Texas 
Department of Criminal 
Justice’s Mountain View 
Unit works on a tactile 
graphic. 
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The Program
The National Library Service for the Blind and Physically 

Handicapped, Library of Congress, publishes books and 
magazines in braille and in recorded form for readers who 
cannot hold, handle, or see well enough to read conven-
tional print because of a temporary or permanent visual 
or physical disability.

Through a national network of state and local libraries, 
the materials are loaned free to eligible readers in the 
United States and to U.S. citizens living abroad. Materials 
are sent to readers and returned by postage-free mail. 
Most books are also available for download on the NLS 
Braille and Audio Reading Download (BARD) website, 
https://nlsbard.loc.gov.

Books and Magazines
Readers may borrow all types of popular-interest 

books including bestsellers, classics, mysteries, romances, 
westerns, poetry, history, biographies, religious litera-
ture, children’s books, and foreign-language materials. 
Readers may also subscribe to more than 70 popular mag-
azines in braille and recorded formats.

Special Equipment
Special equipment needed to play the audiobooks is 

loaned indefinitely to readers. Amplifiers with head-
phones are available for eligible readers who are also 
certified as hearing-impaired. Other devices for playback 
machines are provided to aid readers with mobility 
impairments.

Eligibility
You are eligible for the Library of Congress program if:

• You are legally blind—your vision in the better eye is 
20/200 or less with correcting glasses, or your widest 
diameter of visual field is no greater than 20 degrees;

• You cannot see well enough or focus long enough to 
read standard print, although you wear glasses to cor-
rect your vision;

• You are unable to handle print books or turn pages 
because of a physical disability; or

• You are certified by a medical doctor as having a read-
ing disability, due to an organic dysfunction, which is 
of sufficient severity to prevent reading in a normal 
manner. 
How to Apply You may request an application by call-

ing toll-free 1-888-NLS-READ or by completing the online 
form at www.loc.gov/thatallmayread.
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In 1921, the American Red Cross joined 
the Library of Congress in formalizing the 
volunteer transcription program. The two 
organizations jointly published the first 
braille transcription manual later that year. 
By 1925, 900 people had received certifica-
tions; ten years later, the number had bal-
looned to 3,000. 

The Red Cross withdrew its participation 
in 1942, but the braille transcription certi-
fication program continued to thrive at the 
Library of Congress. Today, it’s managed on 
behalf of NLS by the National Federation of 
the Blind (NFB). 

Students seeking a literary braille tran-
scribing certification complete a series of 
20 lessons, either submitting them to NFB 
for grading by correspondence or working 
directly with a local teacher who provides 
feedback. The course takes an average of 
nine months to a year to complete. Students 
who complete their literary certification are 
eligible to pursue further certifications in 
math or music braille. A separate certifica-
tion is offered specifically for proofreading.

In its 12 years with NFB, the braille cer-
tification program has undergone some 
significant changes, including the transi-
tion to Unified English Braille (UEB), the 
expansion of the proofreading certification 
to include sighted as well as blind students 
and increased acceptance of translation 
software and electronic braille. 

“[Before] we began managing the pro-
gram, all submissions were required to be 
completed on paper,” said Jennifer Dunnam, 
who has managed the program at NFB 
since 2007. “We began accepting electronic 
submission for everything except the final 
assignment in 2007. It took a while before 
most people were submitting electronically, 
but now electronic submissions are at 90 or 
95 percent.”

That final assignment—lesson 20—
requires students to submit a trial man-
uscript of 35 pages in hardcopy braille. 
“When people send us their manuscripts, 
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they say it’s like sending their kids off to 
college,” Dunnam said with a laugh. 

“Back in the day, it was mostly volunteers 
who did this work, often stay-at-home 
moms. The world today is less geared 
toward volunteering, but braille transcrip-
tion remains a labor of love, and people 
get very excited about the program. A few 
weeks ago, we got flowers from someone 
who had just earned their certification.”

The program 
awards an average 
of 250 certifications 
a year, including 
about 25 in Nemeth 
Braille Code for 
Mathematics and 
a dozen in Music 
Braille. With fewer 
volunteers available 
who have the time 
to devote to the vig-
orous and lengthy 
process of earning 
a braille transcriber 
certification than in 
decades past, tran-
scribing has shifted 
to a surprising new source of students: 
prisons.

“More than half of the people we certify 
are incarcerated,” Rorie said. “Learning 
braille transcription gives incarcerated 
students a sense of acknowledgement and 
respect—and employment prospects after 
their release. The majority of people who 
work in braille are independent contractors 
working from home, so criminal history is 
less of a barrier than in other fields.” 

Delores Billman, who has coordinated 
the transcribing program at the Texas 
Department of Criminal Justice’s Mountain 
View Unit since 2000, concurs. “It gives 
them a reason to get out of bed, but more 
importantly, it gives them a skill they can 
use after leaving.” 

Her program—the largest currently 

operating—has spots for 100 people, but 
it’s not uncommon for her to receive 500 
applications for those unpaid positions. 
Transcribing is also an attractive skill to 
teach from the perspective of the prison’s 
administration. NLS supplies the course 
material and issues certifications free of 
charge, sparing the prison the costs associ-
ated with training prisoners in other skills 
with commercially issued certifications.

Deborah Neal became 
one of Billman’s train-
ees in 2005. “I had 
applied for the com-
puter maintenance 
program, which shared 
a space, but it closed,” 
Neal said. “That’s how 
I learned about the 
braille program. When 
I first heard them 
explain it, it stretched 
my heart. It was deeper 
than a job—it was my 
way of giving back. 
I was scared at first 
about learning some-
thing new, but Ms. 

Billman pushed us. She would throw me 
into something, and I’d just learn it.”

Neal completed a certification in Nemeth 
as well as literary braille, and describes 
it as “my favorite code out of them all.” 
Released in 2011, she now works full time 
as a braille transcriber—and has trained 
three other transcribers using the NLS cer-
tification program. She keeps in touch with 
other women she met in Mountain View 
Unit, some of whom also make their living 
as transcribers.

“It’s good to have a program that gives 
incarcerated people a sense of purpose and 
rehabilitation,” Dunnam said, “as long as 
the primary goal remains producing high 
quality braille.” For 100 years, the NLS 
braille transcribing certification program 
has maintained that standard. 

Above, an awards 
ceremony for 
Mountain View Unit 
inmates who com-
pleted the course. 
Right, two inmates 
check a document 
that’s being brailled.
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ALA honors Perkins Library’s Kim Charlson

Kim Charlson poses with her guide dog, Idabelle.

By Mark Schwartz
From helping local restaurants provide 
menus in braille to her work on creating 
standards for audio description and the 
passage of the Marrakesh Treaty, it seems 
no task is too big or too small for Kim 
Charlson to tackle. She has engaged the 
local community and moved all the way up 
to the global, as an advocate, trainer, tester, 
consultant and expert.

That drive and commitment led the 
Association of 
Specialized, 
Government and 
Cooperative Library 
Agencies, a division 
of the American 
Library Association, 
to honor Charlson 
this spring with 
its Francis Joseph 
Campbell Award. 
The award is pre-
sented each year 
to a person or 
institution that has 
made an outstand-
ing contribution to the advancement of 
library service for the blind and physically 
handicapped. 

Charlson is executive director of the 
Perkins Braille & Talking Book Library in 
Watertown, Massachusetts, an NLS net-
work library. 

“I’ve always worked to have everyone 
consider and adopt an accessibility mind-
set, so that information access and inclu-
sion for people with disabilities can be a 
reality,” she said recently. “Winning this 
award makes me believe that I’ve helped to 
make some progress toward this goal.”

Charlson’s dedication to the profession 
was evident back in 1983 to fellow students 
at the University of North Texas (UNT) in 
Denton, Texas, where she got a master’s 

degree in library science and met a lifelong 
colleague, Jeanne Standley. The former 
executive director of the Robert R. Muntz 
Library at the University of Texas at Tyler, 
Standley nominated Charlson for the UNT 
2006 Alumni of the Year award in 2006. 

While working as executive director of 
the Perkins Library for the past 18 years, 
Charlson has also served on many library 
professional association boards, as well as 
national and international groups. Outside 

of libraries, her 
experience includes 
serving as the presi-
dent of the American 
Council of the Blind 
for three terms, on 
the board of the 
Accessible Books 
Consortium and as a 
delegate to the World 
Braille Council. 

Shelley Quezada, 
a consultant for 
Library Services 
to the Unserved at 
the Massachusetts 

Board of Library Commissioners, noted that 
Charlson began work more than 20 years 
ago on the Community Advisory Board of 
Boston public broadcasting station WGBH, 
where she helped shape development of 
Descriptive Video Service (DVS). (WGBH 
pioneered DVS in the late 1980s to help 
visually impaired people enjoy the experi-
ence of feature films and programs.) “Her 
efforts . . . have had a tremendous influence 
on services that directly impact millions of 
visually impaired users across the country,” 
Quezada said. 

Charlson repeatedly recognized the 
potential of emerging technologies to 
increase access for people with disabilities 
generally and the blind community specifi-
cally. As the world became a smaller, flatter 
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place, the digital age opened new avenues 
of pooling resources such as books in acces-
sible formats, especially with the advent of 
ebraille, electronic braille. 

Charlson labored tirelessly to promote 
ratification of the Marrakesh Treaty by 
the U.S. Senate. The treaty makes the 
production and international transfer of 
accessible books for people who are blind 
or visual impaired easier, by establishing 
a set of limitations and exceptions to tra-
ditional copyright law. Charlson’s service 
as a board member of the Accessible Books 
Consortium also allowed her to push the 
issue of sharing books in accessible formats 

on a global scale, garnering broad support 
from not only organizations advocating 
for the blind but from publishers here and 
around the world.  

Charlson’s work pushes into the future. 
Speaking often at the Graduate School 
of Library and Information Science at 
Simmons University in Boston, she shares 
with future library leaders the array of pro-
grams and devices that will inspire future 
advocates and advancers to surmount 
challenges and experience the rewards 
of connecting all—through inclusion and 
empowerment—to the world of informa-
tion, entertainment and ideas.  

   

NLS “Magical Moments” commercial wins two more awards
The trophy case for NLS’s “Magical 
Moments” TV commercial is filling up.

“Magical Moments” won an Award 
of Distinction in the Video for Web, 
Government category and an Honorable 
Mention in the Video for Web, Informational 
category in this summer’s 23rd Annual 
Videographer Awards. “Magical Moments” 
also received an Honorable Mention in the 
2018 Videographer Awards. 

The Videographer Awards is one of the 
oldest and most prestigious awards pro-
grams in the advertising industry.

The latest awards join an already lengthy 
list of honors for the commercial, which 
began airing on cable TV channels nation-
wide on February 26, 2018. These include: 

•  Platinum winner in the 2019 AVA 
Digital Awards, an international com-
petition that recognizes excellence 
by creative professionals responsi-
ble for the planning, concept, direc-
tion, design, and production of digital 
communication. 

•  Best in Class in the Government cat-
egory in the 2019 Interactive Media 
Awards, which recognize excellence in 
website design and development.

•  Gold winner in the Branded Content cat-
egory in the Telly Awards, which honor 
excellence in video and television.

“Magical Moments” tells the story of 
a grandfather with failing eyesight who 
can’t share the joy of reading with his 
granddaughter until, at his family’s urg-
ing, he enrolls in NLS. It has aired on the 
History Channel, the Hallmark Channel, TV 
Land, American Movie Classics, and other 
national cable channels. It is scheduled to 
continue airing through September 29. You 
also can view the commercial at www.loc.
gov/nls/.

Reingold, an advertising and marketing 
firm in Alexandria, Virginia, developed and 
distributed the “Magical Moments” televi-
sion commercial.

A grandfather with failing vision learns about NLS in 
the “Magical Moments” commercial. 
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By Juliette Appold
“Hamilton” has become one of the most 
successful musicals in Broadway history. In 
2016, it was nominated for 16 Tony Awards 
in 13 categories—the most nominations 
any single production has ever received—
and won Best New Musical. The creator of 
“Hamilton,” Lin-Manuel Miranda, won the 
Pulitzer Prize for Drama.

Musically, Miranda combined a variety of 
styles including rap, hip-hop, show music, 
gospel, jazz and pop tunes. He also chose a 
highly diverse cast to interpret the story. 
He based his score and libretto on Ron 
Chernow’s biography of American founding 
father Alexander Hamilton, the nation’s 
first Treasury secretary.

Of course, the NLS Music Section was 
eager to make the vocal selections from 
“Hamilton” accessible to its patrons. 

What does it take to make such an eclec-
tic musical work available in braille? We 
asked transcriber Patrick Janson:

Transcribing ‘Hamilton’ vocal selections ‘a labor of love’

I knew I would have to 
study the score of ‘Hamilton’ 
intensely before I could even 
begin transcribing. Never 
before has a musical had such 
rapid interplay between char-
acters and switches between 
rapping and singing. 

I acquired the CD and lis-
tened to it, likely, 80-plus 
times. I knew it would be cru-
cial to set the text phrases and 
rhyming in braille as closely as 
possible to how they are sung 
or rapped on the recording. I 
marked the score during each 
listen-through that didn’t take 
place in a moving vehicle. I will 
admit, I sang and rapped along 
every chance I got!

Once I was ready to dive in, 
I created a list of character 
abbreviations and tackled the 
vocal parts. ‘Hamilton’ posed 
special challenges, one of them 
being that many characters 
were singing different parts 
simultaneously. I also needed 
to place the braille symbols for 
X-shaped note heads and their 
terminators in their proper 
places whenever rapping 
occurred.

For the transcription of the 
piano part, I had to choose 
what would be shown in the 
solo outline. The purpose of 
a solo outline—the line of 
music representing the sung 
material, appearing above 
the piano part—is to under-
stand the score and to allow 
the pianist to follow the vocal 
line. In a solo piece, it is easy 
and obvious. But in most of 
the songs in ‘Hamilton,’ I had 
to choose which voice part to 
display in the solo outline and 
often switched parts on the fly 
to avoid having measures of 
unhelpful rests.

‘Hamilton’ is a masterpiece, 
and it was an honor to produce 
the transcription. A true labor 
of love. I do feel it was a very 
special project.  

“

”
The NLS music collection—the largest of its 
kind in the world—includes braille and large-
print musical scores, recorded instructional 
materials, and recorded materials about music 
and musicians. To learn more, go online to 
www.loc.gov/nls/braille-audio-reading- 
materials/music-materials/.

Janson
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Montana: The Montana Talking Book 
Library recently celebrated completion 
of a project to convert nearly 700 locally 

   

New York: We love it when NLS and its net-
work libraries catch the eye of the national 
media! A June Reporter’s Notebook column 
in The Atlantic magazine featured New 
York City’s Andrew Heiskell Braille and 
Talking Book Library. Reporter Deborah 
Fallows got a demonstration of a braille 

eReader from Chancey 
Fleet, who coordinates 
the library’s assistive 
technology program, and 
learned about Heiskell’s 
Dimensions program, 

which offers training on tools such as 
braille embossers and 3D printers. Fallows 
also gives a nod to the library’s lower-tech 
programs and experiences, including a 
knitting club, an annual fair and movie dis-
cussion groups with narrated descriptions. 
Read the column at https://bit.ly/2Xhb6aq.

Network
Exchange

The Collection Development Advisory 
Group (CDAG) held its biannual in-person 
meeting at NLS in May. The group includes 
NLS network librarians, patrons, and rep-
resentatives from consumer organizations 
such as the Blinded Veterans Association.

The group recommended that NLS 
expand its offerings on a variety of sub-
jects, including biographies of politicians 
and country music performers, children’s 
joke and riddle books, Christian topics, 
contemporary poetry and foreign-language 
instruction. It also asked for more books 
of interest to African Americans, Hispanic 
Americans, Asian Americans and Native 
Americans; LGBTQ+ readers; and people 
with disabilities.

“We always welcome CDAG’s recommen-
dations, and we’re glad to have them as a 
partner as we work to broaden the collec-
tion and make it more inclusive,” said Alice 

O’Reilly, who coordinated the two-and-a-
half day meeting for NLS. 

CDAG commended NLS for increasing pro-
duction of digital talking books from 2,000 
titles a year to nearly 5,000, the result of 
agreements with commercial audiobook 
publishers. It also noted the growth of 
NLS’s world-class collection of braille and 
audio music instruction and appreciation 
materials and NLS’s efforts to update its 
braille collection to the Unified English 
Braille format. 

Philadelphia, 
PA, network 
librarian Patricia 
Shotzbarger (right) 
makes a point 
during the CDAG 
meeting as Linda 
Goodspeed, a 
patron member 
from Vermont, 
listens. 

produced talking books from analog to 
digital format. In the photo above, State 
Librarian Jennie Stapp cuts the first piece 
of a commemorative cake—which was 
decorated as a cassette tape, representing 
the old analog format—for Bruce Newell, 
a member of the state library commis-
sion, during a commission meeting at the 
Montana State Library in Helena on June 12. 
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NLS exhibited at more than two dozen national 
events during the 2019 fiscal year. Clockwise 
from above: writer-editor Mark Layman talks to 
Robert Medina, counsel for the Pueblo of Zia, 
NM, and his son Max at the Native American 
Health Care Conference in Temecula, CA;  
children participate in a braille coloring activity 
at the NLS table at the National Book Festival in 
Washington, DC; writer-editor Gabrielle Barnes 
demonstrates the BARD Mobile app at the 
National Association of Activity Professionals in 
Charleston, SC. Find out where we’ll be in 2020 
in the October-December issue of News.

NLS on the road in 2019
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